
Letter of Opposition – Ron Casey 

Bylaw 2021-05 and 2021-06 

Three Sisters Village ASP & Smith Creek ASP 

 
• For myself this is not about development or no 

development since the Three Sisters Village already has an 
approved ASP in place and it was always understood that 
development would occur, at some point, on the east end 
of the Three Sisters property. 
 
 

• I will try and not repeat much of what has already been 
presented to you and will end with a series of 
recommendations that I hope you will consider. 
 

ASP vs MDP: 

• In reference to both ASP’s, they may meet the intent of 
the MDP but they certainly are not consistent with the 
MDP, as required by the MGA and the Towns own policy.  
 

• In both cases the conceptual land uses in the approved 
MDP are not reflected in the ASP proposals. In the case of 



Smith Creek, there is also development proposed outside 
of the Growth Boundary approved in the MDP. 
 

• So, what’s the big deal with approving these ASP’s and the 
amending the MDP later to be consistent? 
 

• It is relevant to think about the level of discussion that 
occurs for amending the MDP and how that differs from 
the ASP discussion. 
 

• The MDP process is a much broader and all-encompassing 
discussion; one that reflects on future expectations and 
the vision of the community, as a whole. 
 

• An ASP process, on the other hand, is narrower in focus 
and site specific, addressing only a small part of the lands 
and vision included in the MDP. 
 

• That is one of the reasons why the MGA requires that 
plans coming forward be consistent with, our community 
plan, the Municipal Development Plan.  
 

• Considering an ASP proposal, prior to amending the MDP 
to create the consistency required by law; is certainly 
putting the cart before the horse. 



 
 
 

PAH Options: 

• One of the major selling points of both ASP’s is the PAH ( 
Vital Homes) / density bonusing programs. Both plans 
make laudable suggestions for addressing PAH into the 
future, but is it worth the cost, both environmentally and 
socially.  Is density bonusing the right way to address 
future PAH needs? 
 

• It certainly is for the future developers of theses lands but 
is it for our community as a whole? 
 

• We are being asked to over densify and over develop this 
entire site which in turn adds to negative social and 
environmental impacts.  
 

• A number of years ago I was at a Natural Step Conference 
in Stockholm, and one of the speakers from the European 
Union, who was talking about environmental 
sustainability, closed with a very simple yet profound 
statement “ Doing the same wrong things better is not a 
solution”. 



 
• We need to move beyond what we know, ie density 

bonusing, and explore uncharted waters. 
 

• One suggestion might be to investigate opportunities to 
acquire lands at the Conceptual Plan stage so that in the 
long term the Town can set aside a land bank for future 
PAH housing which can be developed based on the Towns 
timing, needs and priorities, not a developers.  
 

• In this way we can be assured that PAH will be built on the 
proposed ASP sites, since we all know, that good 
intentions aside, legislating PAH is out of the question in 
Alberta. 
 

• As it stands PAH will only be built if the land owner and 
developer agree to the density bonusing scheme. Time’s 
change, owners change, developers come and go but land 
that is acquired and held in trust will be there for the 
benefit of future generations   

Wildlife: 

• Of course, another favorite topic is wildlife corridors. Yes, 
the Province has approved corridors in the Smith Creek 
area, however, the Province does not always get it right 



when dealing with environmental issues, as we have just 
witnessed in the recent Coal controversy. Unfortunately, 
decisions such as these are often driven as much by 
political science as they are by science; no disrespect but 
it’s just the nature of the beast. 
 

• In this case, the approval by the Province may fall sort of 
establishing functional wildlife corridors based on the less 
than scientific influences, leading to the approval. 
 

• The Province has also stated that no further buffers need 
to be considered to enhance the corridors, however, that 
is not a decision for a Provincial bureaucrat to make. Land 
use is a Municipal jurisdiction and it is up to our elected 
officials to decide if any future mitigations are required.  
 

• We have dealt with inadequate corridors approvals in the 
past and we can do it again if necessary. 
 

• We can do something about corridors and wildlife; the 
question is, do we have the “will” to do something. 

Own the ASP’s 

• I would like to take a moment to talk about the approval 
process for the ASP’s. 



 
• The applicant has worked long and hard on preparing 

these ASP’s. and I can only imagine how many Drafts have 
been prepared. This of course applies to the Town 
Planning Department as well. 
 

• They have taken all the time they have needed to get it 
right before they submitted their application for first 
reading approval, including a prolonged presentation to 
Council at that meeting. 
 
 

• They owned the ASP’s and could have withdrawn or 
amended them at any point. However, once first reading 
was given, they became Councils. They became Bylaw 
2018-05 and 2018-06. 
 

• As I know you are aware, amendments to the plans can 
only be made by Council, not the applicant and not 
Administration at this point. Their collective ability to 
change the ASP’s ended when Council gave them first 
reading.  
 



• The community, both for and against, has had a chance to 
respond to the Bylaws through this Public Hearing process. 
As does Three Sisters. 
 

 

Recommendations: 

• I would like to make a series of recommendations to 
Council, not necessarily in order of importance 

1. I would encourage Council to follow the Procedural 
Bylaw and limit Three Sisters to a 10 minutes 
presentation just like everyone else. This it not the 
time or place to see Three Sisters granted any more 
time to present than anyone else, that privilege 
stopped when Council gave first reading to the bylaws 
and took ownership. 
 

2. I would also encourage Council to direct 
Administration to prepare any amendments in a 
manner that Council can debate and vote on them 
independently. As compared to unilaterally making 
dozens of changes to the first reading documents, as 
we have seen in the past. The document approved by 
Council at First Reading is “the Document” until 
Council approves amendments to it. I recommend 



this only so that decision making transparency can be 
improved.   

 
 

3. I would encourage Council to establish a Smith Creek 
Corridor Task force that would take advantage of 
local knowledge and expertise, as well as national and 
international expertise, to evaluate the Provincially 
approved corridor from a local and regional 
functionality perspective. 
 

4. I would encourage Council to establish a second Task 
Force to investigate alternative methods of attaining 
PAH units, that does not depend on density bonusing. 

 
 

5. As a minimum, I would recommend Council postpone 
second reading of the bylaws until an application has 
been made and approval has been granted to amend 
the MDP to reflect the intended ASP land uses  
  

6. If postponement is not an option for Council then I 
would recommend second reading for both ASP’s be 
defeated. Three Sisters Village based on the fact that 
there is no real advantage over the already approved 



Resort Centre ASP and we take on the added liability 
of approving development on questionable 
undermined lands and further compromise the 
already marginal wildlife corridor pinch point. The 
Smith Creek ASP because the Thunderstone quarry 
lands are outside of the growth boundary and the 
proposed development compromises the wildlife 
corridor. Both ASP’s should be rejected, if for no 
other reason, based on the total number of units 
being proposed which is more than double anything 
envisioned prior to this.  
 
 
Thank you 
Ron Casey 

 


